Reliability of indices measured on infant hip MRI at time of spica cast application for dysplasia.
Infants with persistent developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) after harness treatment may be treated by operative reduction and spica casting, with post-reduction hip alignment assessed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which can demonstrate three-dimensional hip geometry. This may provide valuable information regarding prognosis and adequacy of management, but such scans are difficult to assess due to limited spatial resolution and artefacts caused by patient motion. This may account for the limited success in correlating MRI findings to clinical outcomes to date. As a first step to improving these results we tested whether MRI indices of hip deformity and quality of femoral head reduction could be reliably measured. We retrospectively studied children with DDH, post-spica-cast MRI, and radiographic follow-up. We measured MRI indices adapted from other reports using computed tomography (CT) and MRI, and added new indices. Inter-observer reliability and inter-index correlations were evaluated and indices adapted during the process. We observed 55 dysplastic hips in 41 infants. Despite difficulties inherent to infant hip MRI, several indices were measured with substantial agreement (kappa up to 0.88, intra-class correlation ICC up to 0.91), with highly significant (p<0.01) correlation with each other (up to r = 0.72). Reliable indices included coronal acetabular angle, pulvinar fat-pad thickness, presence of a barrier to reduction, and grades of subluxation and dysplasia. Indices on MRI scan post hip spica cast placement can be measured reliably, assessing acetabular geometry, degree of hip reduction and barriers to reduction.